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Catena’s mission is to own, effectively manage and pro-actively develop properties in prime locations that offer the potential to 
generate a steadily growing cash flow and favourable value growth. Catena’s overriding goal, based on its focused orientation, 
is to give shareholders a favourable long-term total return. As of 31 September 2017, the properties had a total value of SEK 

13,131,1 million. Catena AB is listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm exchange. 
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20 April 2018, 2:30 p.m. 

Catena continues to grow and is recruiting 
 

One result of the growth phase in which Catena currently finds itself is that David Silvesjö has been 
appointed Financial Controller for the company and Annie Nyblom as Communications Manager. Both 
roles have been newly established and are strategically important Group-wide functions contributing to 
Catena’s continued journey.  
 

As a Financial Controller, David’s focus will be on issues of financing, due diligence processes 
and IR. He joins Catena from a role as Finance Manager at Heimstaden AB and, prior to that, 
has a varied background in the banking/investment banking sector. Annie has a broad 
background in communications at companies including Studentlitteratur and Helsingborgshem. 
Her role at Catena encompasses communications, IR and marketing. 
 
“As we expand, interest from investors in efficient logistics properties that support new trade 
patterns is increasing constantly. With Annie and David on board, we are better able to meet 
their needs and further clarify our offering for both existing and future shareholders and 
customers,” says Catena’s CEO Benny Thögersen. 
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